Past attempts to assimilate precipitation by nudging or variational methods have succeeded 1 in forcing the model precipitation to be close to the observed values. However, the model 2 forecasts tend to lose their additional skill after few forecast hours. In this study, a local 
not effective presumably because it is not an efficient way to update the potential vorticity field, 48 which is the "master" dynamical variable that primarily determines the evolution of the forecast 49 in NWP models.
50
There also have been a number of essential issues for the precipitation assimilation in the 51 variational framework. Precipitation processes parameterized by the model physics are usually 52 very nonlinear and even discontinuous at some "thresholds" (Zupanski and Mesinger 1995) .
53
Therefore, it is problematic to create and use the linearized version of the forward model which 54 is required in the 4D-Var assimilation of precipitation variables (Errico et al. 2007 ). An 55 inaccurate tangent linear model and adjoint model would yield a poor estimate of the evolution 56 of finite perturbations and degrade the 4D-Var analyses. Sometimes an alternative moist physical 57 parameterization scheme that is more linear and continuous has been used to reduce the 58 nonlinearity problem (e.g., Zupanski and Mesinger 1995; Lopez and Moreau 2005) . In addition,
59
the highly non-Gaussian distribution of the precipitation observations seriously violates the basic 60 assumption of normal error statistics made in most data assimilation schemes. The flow-61 independent background error covariance that is usually used in variational methods cannot 62 describe the relation between precipitation and other state variables. All of the above problems 63 have contributed to the difficulties of the precipitation assimilation, leading to a widely shared 64 experience that forecasts starting from analyses with precipitation assimilation lose their extra 65 skill after just a few forecast hours (e.g., Tsuyuki and Miyoshi 2007; Davolio and Buzzi 2004;  66 Errico et al. 2007) . One notable exception is Hou et al. (2004) who used forecast tendency 67 corrections of temperature and moisture as control variables in variational data assimilation in 68 the assimilation of hurricane observed precipitation. They were able to show that large changes 69 in precipitation had long-lasting positive impacts on a hurricane forecast, presumably because 70 the release of latent heat corrected the potential vorticity. issues. First, the EnKF method does not require linearization of the model, and it should be able 76 to more efficiently change the potential vorticity field by allowing ensemble members with better 77 precipitation (due to presumably better dynamics) to receive higher weights. Second, a general 78 variable transformation is introduced to solve the problem that precipitation is highly non-
79
Gaussian. Recognizing this non-Gaussianity, transformations such as a logarithmic 80 transformation have been previously applied to the precipitation assimilation (e.g., Hou et al. 81 2004; Lopez 2011). The logarithmic transformation can alleviate the non-Gaussianity of positive 82 precipitation, whereas our proposed algorithm can transform any continuously distributed 83 variable into a Gaussian distribution. In addition, we also address the issue of zero precipitation.
84
Zero precipitation observations can be successfully assimilated by using a criterion that requires 85 that at least several background ensemble members have positive precipitation in order to 86 assimilate the precipitation observation. We also note that within the variational methods, 87 considerable efforts have focused on the more accurate microphysical parameterizations (e.g, 88 Treadon et al. 2003; Mecikalski 2010, 2012) . In the ensemble framework, the 89 precipitation determined by the ensemble model variables can be used in the assimilation without 90 having to account for details in the physical processes. Several pioneering experiments of 91 precipitation assimilation using ensemble data assimilation methods have been conducted, in 92 which promising results have been obtained (Miyoshi and Aranami 2006; Zupanski et al. 2011; 93 Zhang et al. 2012) .
94
In this paper we carry out observing system simulation experiments (OSSEs) using the 95 same system that we had previously tested unsuccessfully before introducing the Gaussian 
Proposed methodology for an effective assimilation of precipitation (a) Gaussian transformation
In order to satisfy the basic assumption of Gaussian distribution and error statistics in data 103 assimilation, we seek a general transformation algorithm to transform any variable ! with a 104 known arbitrary distribution into a Gaussian variable ! trans . It can be achieved through the 105 connection between the two cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of ! and ! trans : shown in Figure 1d and the PDF in Figure 1b . 
152
In our proposed algorithm, the CDF ! ! is discontinuous at ! = 0, thus the problem with 153 zero precipitation in this algorithm is equivalent to assigning a value of cumulative probability F 154 for zero precipitation (! = 0). In the absence of a better solution, a reasonable choice is to assign 155 the middle value of zero-precipitation cumulative probability to ! 0 . In the example shown in have positive precipitation, which controls the assimilation quality and saves computational time. 
185
The LETKF (Hunt et al. 2007 ) is an ensemble Kalman filter scheme that performs most of 186 the analysis computations in ensemble space and in each local domain. As all other ensemble 187 data assimilation schemes, the flow-dependent background error covariance P ! is inferred from 188 the sample covariance among ensemble members. The background error covariance can be 189 written as
191 covariance in ensemble space is computed first (Hunt et al. 2007) :
After that, the mean weight vector w ! and the weight matrix for the ensemble perturbation W !
198
are computed from:
201
where applying the weights to the background ensemble:
207
208
In the LETKF, Eqs. (4)- (8) addition, the observation errors associated with each observation also have to be transformed.
217
Conceptually,
218
! trans
219
where ! ! is the observation error and ! trans ! is the transformed observation error whose squares 220 appear in the diagonal elements of R. This means that the observation error is rescaled based on 221 the differences between the transformed observation value and its adjacent values (i.e., 222 plus/minus one observation error). In this study, we calculate both ϵ trans
and ϵ trans
, requiring them be at least 0.1 (unitless in the transformed 224 variable), and then regarding their average as the transformed observation error; namely, temperature, specific humidity, and surface pressure, whose observation errors are listed in Table   237 1. Additional precipitation observations are assimilated in other experiments to estimate the 238 impact of the precipitation assimilation. The 6-hour accumulated precipitation data are gathered precipitation is only assimilated when at least a trace of rain is observed (ObsR > 0.1 mm 6h -1 ).
270
In addition, "PP_GT_10mR_50%err" and "PP_noGT_10mR_50%err" are conducted to test the 271 impact of lower observation accuracy on the precipitation assimilation, with much higher 272 precipitation observation errors of 50% rather than 20% are used. The minimum required number 273 of precipitating members is also varied ("PP_GT_1mR", "PP_GT_5mR", "PP_GT_15mR" and 274 compared with "PP_GT_10mR"). Finally, different localization length scales 275 ("PP_GT_10mR_0.5L", "PP_GT_10mR_0.3L") are also used in several experiments to test the 276 sensitivity of assimilation criteria and the localization lengths of precipitation observations.
277
Furthermore, for some experiments ("Raobs", "PP_GT_10mR", and "PP_GT_10mR_Qonly"),
278
we also conduct 5-day free forecasts based on each 6-hourly ensemble mean analysis over the 279 year in order to test whether the assimilation of precipitation is "remembered" during the forecast. used more than once in order to extract more information from them (Yang et al. 2012; Kalnay 293 and Yang 2010).
294
It is clear that when all variables (and therefore the full potential vorticity) are modified 295 (PP_GT_10mR; blue line in Figure 3a ), the improvement introduced by precipitation 296 assimilation is quite large (27.2% reduction in the averaged global analysis error) after the first 297 month of spin-up. Not only is the long-term averaged RMS error reduced, but the temporal 298 variation of analysis accuracy is also reduced (e.g., the error jump observed in the Raobs 299 experiment during July is not seen in PP_GT_10mR). This result is very encouraging because it 300 clearly shows that assimilating precipitation does bring significant benefits to the LETKF 301 analysis. In contrast, when only the moisture field is modified (PP_GT_10mR_Qonly; orange 302 line in Figure 3a) , the improvement is much smaller (13.6% reduction in the averaged global 303 analysis error after the spin-up), even though this approach did benefit from the Gaussian 304 transform of precipitation.
In addition to the LETKF analysis, the impact of precipitation assimilation on model
306
forecasts is also shown on Figure 3b . The global RMS forecast errors of u-wind are computed 307 with respect to the forecast time and averaged over the last 11 months (i.e., after the spin-up Figure 4 shows that the 318 precipitation forecasts are improved as well by assimilating the precipitation observations.
319
Starting from 12 forecast hours, the error growth rates become stable, and the forecast 320 improvement on precipitation in PP_GT_10mR is larger than 2 days.
321
The effects of Gaussian transformation (GT) and the criterion requiring at least 10 members does not make a significant difference after the spin-up period ( experiments with less accurate precipitation observations, discussed in a later subsection.
334
In addition, Figure 5 also shows the impact of the criteria for assimilation of precipitation.
335
We compare the results with the traditional criterion of assimilating only positive rain 336 observations (PP_GT_ObsR) and our newly proposed criterion of requiring at least half of the 337 members to rain, but allowing the assimilation of zero precipitation (PP_GT_10mR). The 10mR 338 criterion seems to be essential in order to have an effective precipitation assimilation. The 339 analysis of PP_GT_ObsR (green line in Figure 5 ) is obviously degraded from PP_GT_10mR 340 (Table 5 ; only 0.3% reduction in the averaged global analysis error). In particular, the 341 degradation comes mainly from the tropical region (30S ~ 30N; Table 5 ; 18.7% increase in the 342 averaged analysis error), which indicates that this observation-based criterion is not useful.
343
Additional experiments with different minimum numbers (1, 5, and 15 out of 20) of the precipitating member in order to pass the assimilation were also conducted. As shown in 
382
Global maps of (temporally averaged) RMS errors and error reduction of the mid-level 383 vorticity (! = 0.51) for the 72-hour forecasts during the last 11 months are shown in Figure 7 .
384
As expected, the error in Raobs (contours) is large in the Southern Hemisphere since the 385 conventional rawinsonde network is quite sparse in that region. The Southern Ocean near the 386 southern end of South America has the largest error in the world presumably because it is the 387 least observed. By contrast, the Raobs forecast error is generally small in the Northern
388
Hemisphere, especially over the Euro-Asian continent with the densest rawinsonde observations.
389
By including the precipitation observations in LETKF assimilation, the error reduction (i.e., the the probably more realistic precipitation observation errors of 50%. Figure 8 and Table 4 shows 405 the impact of both larger observation errors as well as the use of the Gaussian transformation.
406
When the observation error of precipitation observations are increased from 20% to 50% 4 , and is worse than not assimilating precipitation in the globe and all separate regions ( observations is within a realistic range if they are satellite or radar retrieval products. Therefore,
419
the Gaussian transformation proposed in this study seems essential for their practical assimilation.
(d) Sensitivity to the localization lengths of precipitation observations
In all experiments so far we have used the same horizontal localization length scale for 421 precipitation assimilation as for rawinsonde observations (500 km, denoted as 1L 0.5 and 0.3 times localization lengths for precipitation observations, respectively, are conducted.
427
It is observed in Table 6 that the smaller length scales are helpful to the LETKF analyses, and the 428 0.5L (250 km) length scale would be the optimal setting under our current experimental design.
429
The averaged RMS analysis error after the spin-up can be reduced by 32.7% of Raobs when the assimilation (e.g., Bauer et al. 2011 ).
440
The EnKF does not require linearization of the model, thus addressing the first problem.
441
Besides, it is more efficient in improving the potential vorticity field than nudging or variational 442 approaches by giving higher weights to ensemble members that are precipitating closer to the 443 observations. Since potential vorticity is the variable that primarily determines the evolution of 444 the forecast in NWP models, it is not surprising that the analysis improvements in EnKF would 445 not be so quickly "forgotten" in the forecasts as in nudging.
446
In this study we tested these ideas with OSSEs of global precipitation assimilation with the 447 SPEEDY model and the LETKF. In addition, we introduced two important changes in the data 448 assimilation procedure that contribute to improving the performance of precipitation assimilation. guidance on the characteristics of the satellite precipitation data base. Tables   Table 1: The observation errors Ps (surface pressure) 1.0 hPa PP (previous 6-hour accumulated precipitation) 20% or 50% (in different experiments) Fig. 3(a) , but for experiments Raobs, PP_GT_10mR, PP_GT_10mR_50%err, and PP_noGT_10mR_50%err.
